Press Release

SideCaps announces hiring Chris Gregory as its new COO
Chris Gregory as COO will further increase the competence of SideCaps‘ management
board and will be an integral cornerstone in the future development of the company and its
strategy. SideCaps will go live with its matching platform „SideCaps Pool“ in late summer
2022 and Chris‘ experience and knowledge will help „turbo-charge“ its successful launch.
“SideCaps has an incredible opportunity to meet a gap in the market for a block trading
solution that is tailored to the needs of German equities. SideCaps will be the first block
equity trading solution that is verticaly integrated with Xetra and EurexCCP and also the first
block equity trading that has a viable solution for block trading of small cap German stocks.
I’m very excited to join SideCaps and look forward to the rollout of a solution that will change
the European equity trading market.”
Biography
Chris Gregory has successfully launched and delivered profitable growth of a number of
innovative electronic managed services and trading platforms on both the buy- and sell-side
of the financial services industry. Notably, he founded Squawker, launching a pan-European
block trading platform and driving it to profitability before pivoting the business post-MiFID ii
to provide an equity finance platform for sourcing equity finance liquidity and booking
transactions on exchange for CCP settlement.
Chris Gregory’s accomplishments also include launching a SaaS division of LatentZero,
setting up a new FIX order-routing network, subsequently launching an “App Store” for
broker algorithms and interfaces to 3rd party trading systems, along with the launch of a fullyhosted SaaS version of LatentZero. He played a key role in acquisition of LatentZero by
Fidessa in 2008, with Fidessa subsequently acquired by ION.

About SideCaps

SideCaps develops and operates a digital platform for the efficient initiation and
processing of large-volume transactions (block trading) with transparent pricing
without pre-trade transparency in the segment of listed small caps. SideCaps offers
investors unique added value through the interplay of modern stock exchange
technology, tailor-made regulatory design and the networking of the community.
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